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An interlude in testing on the Great Central: left to right,
Craig Stinchcombe (GCR), Ashley Croft at back (GCR),
Steve Hoather, David Moore. (Frank Taylor)
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June 2016
Welcome to the 29th issue of our newsletter. There’s much to report: the
successful test runs on the Great Central and the return of the chassis to
Embsay. Many pictures were taken and some video shot. Our grateful thanks to
everyone who contributed but especially Alan Chandler and Peter & Joy Field
who made special efforts to record the events on film.
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New members
A warm welcome to Mr. N D Cowton of Darlington and Mr. B M Stokes of
Twickenham.

Newsletter Back Issues available:
Numbers 7, 9, 11— £1.50 each
Numbers 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24. — £2.50 each. Postage at cost.
Available from the editor. Embsay station bookshop also has some newsletters.
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Chairman’s notes
Stephen Middleton
A daft train? For the first time in over 85 years, our pioneering railcar has a fully
operational underframe. This is a huge step forward and a first in
preservation. Grateful thanks to Steve Hoather, Dave Moore, Peter Van
Houten and the team who accomplished what many said would be
impossible. A British made standard gauge diesel-electric, the first since the
class 60 and financed by the HLF, PRISM, Ken Hoole Trust and continuing
generous donations from you, our valuable members. Again, a big thank you to
you all.
This issue concentrates on the testing and I hope you have the facilities to see
the films that were shot during the tests. It really is dramatic, although I hear
that a Great Central volunteer said, “It’s the daftest train since the Top Gear
caravans”. He had a point, but just wait ’til you see it with the body on. A core
of four very patient gentlemen have worked for years making the once painted
and rough woodwork pristine. By the time you get this the body should be on
the underframe and the assembly will not look so daft.

Alan Chandler
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Three views of the chassis. Older members may draw comparisons with memories of lorry chassis being tested without their bodywork. (All: Alan Chandler)
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Engineering Progress Report
Steve Hoather
Much has happened in the last three months, and we now have the underframe back at Embsay, after over three years at Loughborough.
After the test movement within the shed mentioned in the last newsletter, it
was some time before we were ready for a test run on the GCR main line. There
was a host of (mainly minor) jobs for Peter and Dave to complete, but the big
day finally came on 17th March when we did some test runs from
Loughborough as far as Quorn – there is an edited version of some film taken
by Alan Chandler on Youtube: ‘Autocar Test 17 March 2016’.
On the 10th March, there was a test run within Loughborough station limits.
These three pictures show the preparation and test run.
Below: Over the pit for an examination. (Peter Field)
Opposite: Out of the shed & heading for the pit. (David Moore)
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By a masterpiece of bad planning, I myself managed to be hurtling down a
Swiss mountain with planks of wood strapped to my feet at the time, but text
messages in the evening revealed that all had gone well except for one bearing
on the trailing bogie which was running a bit warm. When this bogie was overhauled at Boston Lodge, we had deliberately excluded the bearings from the
specification thinking they could wait until the underframe was at Embsay.
However, this was not to be, and, although the journal was undamaged, this
initial test showed that the bearing needed to be re-metalled before we could
run the full length of the GCR. We therefore arranged for the GCR to re-metal
the bearing, whilst Dave contacted Armstrong Oilers at Grosmont and ordered
four new pads – apparently they had not made pads for a Fox bogie before, but
once they had the details their service was very good.
Whilst this was going on, Dave and Peter continued with the finishing touches,
including important jobs like recalibrating the speedometer so that it now reads
up to 40mph instead of 140mph, and checking there were no places where the
pipes and cables could rub against each other, as they will be inaccessible once
the body is fitted.
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Clockwise from left: Arriving at Quorn, a test crew confab and returning to
Loughborough. (All: Alan Chandler).
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Knowing that our work was coming to an end, Peter had been looking for
employment in the Loughborough area, and in mid-March he was successful in
getting a job with a local engineering firm. He had been working for us (as a
contractor) for over four years, and without his skills we would have struggled
badly - he and Dave made an excellent team together. Peter described the
Autocar as ‘the best job I have ever had’, and in a final bonus, he was able to
phase the changeover so that he worked part time for us for a few weeks and
finish virtually all the outstanding jobs. I am sure we have not seen the end of
Peter, but on behalf of the Trust, I would like to thank him for all he has done
for the project.
Whilst the bearing was being repaired, Dave was also making some adjustments to the electronics to improve control – in particular the first test had
revealed that the take-up of power when the controller was opened was a bit
fierce. Finally, after a short run within the station on 26th April, two days later
we had the whole route to Leicester North at our disposal in the afternoon for
testing. We did four return trips, mainly at a speed of about 30 mph, with
periodic checks on the bearings, and after the second trip I was delighted to be
able to ring Stephen Middleton and tell him that we were ready to return the
underframe to Embsay at last! Throughout the tests we had a lot of help from
the GCR staff, particularly Craig Stinchcombe, their loco superintendent, and I
would like to thank them all for this.
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Movement of the underframe back to Embsay took a while to organise – as well
as the haulier, it needed a driver and signalman on the GCR to move it to
Quorn, and similarly on the E&BASR to move it from the offloading point at
Prior’s Lane to Embsay, where we wanted it put straight into the restoration
shed for security. This was achieved on 17th May, and the next step is to
arrange a crane to lift the two parts of the body from the temporary underframe to the ‘new’, powered one.

The second, full-line, test on the 29th April, opposite, at Rothley and above, at
Loughborough. Both: Peter Field.
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At Embsay

Above: Roger Browne, varnishing the autocar’s ceiling. (Alan Chandler)
Below: The chassis at Prior’s Lane, on its return to Embsay. (Martin Sunderland)
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Prior’s Lane delivery (Steve Hoather)

York Easter Model Railway Show
We attended this event over the Easter weekend, thanks to all those who
helped with this and to Graham Collett, Stuart Hiscock and Steve Hoather for
manning the stand Sunday and Monday.
It was good to catch up with so many members — on the Saturday I think we
spoke to around 15% of the membership! Thankyou to all those who made
donations.

‘Classifieds’
Patrick Collins of the National Motor Musuem Trust came across the Wolseley
Tool & Motor Car Co. adverts overleaf from old issues of the ‘Autocar’
magazine, featuring the engine and railcar. Many thanks to him for sending
these in.
The Trust’s web-site is www.nationalmotormuseum.org.uk
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You Tube clips of testing
Inside the shed:
Controls - https://youtu.be/-DLkktgvLAs
Moving - https://youtu.be/tOEQ1684mtM
And on instruments - https://youtu.be/yqTDq5gZugU
First test:
The ‘official’ compilation - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N99dUPMQar8
Rail level - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tONHtVfQ9MA
Loughborough depart - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4KG3ei_pep8
And arriving back at Loughborough - https://youtu.be/g8kyinH7ZTo
Second test:
Run-past at Rothley - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cRqXt6ZN7g4
And returning from Leicester North - https://youtu.be/PR1qUPi-WoU

Many thanks to Alan Chandler, Peter & Joy Field and Craig Stinchcombe for
this footage.

‘Situations Vacant’:
Practical, skilled people to work on restoring the autocar at Embsay.
A fundraiser, both to solicit donations and to generate finance through sales.
A researcher, to seek out historical information about the autocars.
If you can help with any of these roles, do please contact us.
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